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POWER TRAIN—HYDROSTATIC ADJUSTMENTS

TRACTION DRIVE BELT TENSION 
ADJUSTMENT

Reason:
To provide proper traction belt tension to keep the belt
from slipping and to position the guides so that belt
jumping is minimized.

Procedure:
1. Park the machine on a level surface.
2. Turn key switch to STOP position.
3. Move forward/reverse pedals to NEUTRAL position 

and engage park brake.
4. Remove mower deck. (See MOWER DECK—

Removal/Installation on page 10-15, 10-21 or 10-
30.)

Top View

NOTE: Slide flat idler to the rear of the tractor to
increase belt tension and to the front of the
tractor to decrease belt tension.

If alignment mark on tensioning bellcrank is not
clearly visible, measure 16 mm (0.63 in.) from
open end of slot to center of belt tension
release rod.
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5. Release park brake to apply tension to traction 
drive belt.

6. Check for proper adjustment between alignment 
mark of the tensioning bellcrank arm and belt 
tension release rod—mark should be centered 
on rod, as shown:
• if mark is off the rod toward the front of the tractor,

belt tension is too tight
• if mark is off the rod toward the rear of the tractor,

belt tension is too loose.

7. Engage park brake to release belt tension.
8. Position tensioning bellcrank v-idler fully forward in 

it’s slot and at the same time adjust it’s belt guide 
so it is parallel with and approximately 3.2 mm 
(0.125 in.) away from belt and v-idler.
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9. At short increments, adjust flat idler position, 
engaging and disengaging park brake with each 
incremental adjustment, until alignment mark on 
the bellcrank idler arm aligns with the center of the 
belt tension release rod, as shown.

10. When adjusting flat idler, adjust belt guide at the 
same time so it is parallel with and approximately 
3.2 mm (0.125 in.) away from belt and v-idler.

11. Recycle park brake several times and recheck 
alignment of mark and rod with park brake 
disengaged. Readjust flat idler and belt guide as 
necessary until alignment is assured.
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